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Kay Ulanday Barrett  

This poem centers its thinking and ache from a pre-COVID world 
of being Disabled in an ecosystem and climate that has been compro-
mised by capitalism. How terror becomes normalized everyday, how it 
becomes  an archive where people suffer, but the very ways we connect, 
we love, and romance is unduly altered. It’s a realistic poem mapping how 
earth offers itself energy to revitalize and where the world can be anew 
without humans, and yet, what happened if we persevered still with our 
love? I think it’s a selfish poem from people who need physical intimacy 
in a landscape riddled with borders. What’s the cost of being daring?  

Love, artifact  
 
The air is thicket or jar of jam.  
We’re breathing in bulbous catastrophe but with  
layers of plexiglass over our faces,  breathing  
             is a loose word.   Shit, wearing masks 
             used to be 
              fashion statement, not need.  
 
When they kiss you for the first time, masks  
are off. There is only 3 hours of free space air for us  
a day. This is what you choose to do with it: 
 
Get wet like the ancestors before us,   
            fumble hair strands  
             in eager crooks of palms,   
make garden of the minute,  
bury your heart in the mud, 
              make pulse          bigger. 
 
It wasn’t always this way. 
Lovers could sufficiently waste one 
another’s time on the last planet. 
This is what old newspaper headlines state. 
             Bumbling lungs that didn’t have to beg for air.  

 
Plants used to be our source, corals made way for   
more minutes. Oxygen of earth from earth. 
             That was then. 
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On this dome, we sneak glances over love interests  
in aluminum. Save up our devotion in moments.  
We can’t be remarkable in our eruptions like our grandparents 
 
Spontaneity is fossil. Fingertips have long      
 forgotten the concept of kinetic.  
 
Why did we let it get to this point— 
 
God what would you do if they just touched   
your cheek without planning to?  
 
A new life they promised us. One better after the climate   
stopped grappling with our mistakes. We made far  
too many, and now to kiss is daydream thing.   
             Love,   
            Artifact. 
 
Please— 
Take off your helmet.  
Welcome the storm. 
 
We can learn to breathe again or 
let us just cherish this air,     
              let us inhale even it breaks us for trying.
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why make promises at all 
 
why make promises at all if, when the erosion  
erodes, there will be nothing left of the roots?  

—not mine nor yours nor that of the grandfather  
redwood, older than my life, older than the tally  
of years and lives that came before mine. 
 
atrocities happen in the world of minutia a few hundred  
thousand by the second: a child stomping victorious  
atop the head of the daffodil; the rain disappearing,  
suddenly, from one coordinate and then reappearing,  
fused, with the rain at another; the foreign cells  
metastasizing in silence until the tragedy is terminal. 
 
the silence—that’s the problem. right before you begin  
the journey across the grassland, coins in your pocket,  
blood in your heart, you’d think they’d tell you  
the truth: no one has to answer for anything.  
someone decided death was the one bone we share  
and we have been bending toward it, altogether,  
ever since. at least spike your dopamine, at least  
deplete what you cannot protect. your narrative  
rivals the planet’s narrative because they are the same:  
despite our fortunes, eventually, ruin arrived.

Bernard Ferguson
 

   I’ve been thinking about what we owe to one another, and the ways 
we are allowed to hold each other accountable. I’ve witnessed and been 
subjected to numerous kinds of violence recently—emotional and inter-
personal on one hand, cultural and racial on the other—and my attempts 
to hold accountable those responsible has been met with aggression, 
erasure, or silence. The lesson seems to be that no one owes anyone 
anything. But I don’t think that’s true. Speaking personally, I think that 
the unmet demands of justice—the cardinal bone of which is account-
ability—will breed, eventually, a need for vengeance. In trying to further 
my thinking on this, I tried to learn from the land. I tried to imagine that 
what has happened to me is perhaps comparable to similar narratives 
happening, on a larger scale, to the planet.
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The Cost  
As a kid, I tore fallen Fall leaves

into strips where their veins

split, ripped splints of gold

from the season’s rot & called

myself rich. Now, a dozen 

seasons sicker, I wait in another

off-white room & wonder

about the cost: the gold

mined to line an MRI, its pale mouth 

that means to swallow me. Tell me 

how the spider web of fluid 

strung across the back branches 

of my brain has grown—might still be

growing. I wonder how much blood 

stains its metal teeth, who died 

for its ugly grin. Think next

of my hormones & the myth,

now outdated, of their synthesis

torrin a. greathouse 

This poem is an attempt to render my reckoning with, and fail-
ure to extricate myself from, the logics of late Anthropocene capi-
talism. As a disabled, chronically ill, trans person, my existence is 
profoundly entangled with the medical industrial complex and the 
many vectors of harm it inflicts on the planet. Simultaneously, I was 
interested in critiquing the poetry industry’s connections to Big 
Pharma money from my subject position as someone who survives 
using the medications those pharmaceutical companies produce.   

Fundamentally, this poem intends to question the seductive logic of 
the Individual Carbon Footprint, that American culture has been sold 
for decades. Meanwhile, according to a 2015 Oxfam study, the richest 
10% of the world population are responsible for half of all greenhouse 
gas emissions. This deceptive conception redirects blame away from 
those most responsible for harm while erasing the double-bind faced 
by those more reliant on systems like the medical industrial complex. 
Often, it slips dangerously toward eco-fascism in the single alternative 
that it offers for people like me: die for the good of this planet.
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from horse’s piss—instead,

the by-product of soy farming;

trail of deforestation, displacement 

& worker exploitation. Industrial 

pesticides leaching into the dirt.

The chemicals my body carries 

into the water table, slowly shifting 

the biology of fish. The small pharmacy 

I make inside my guts to manufacture 

survival—the wreckage

I imagine must exit me. Monthly,

pink band-aids decorate the softest

flesh I can find to perforate.

A coffee can on my desk collects

the used injections that keep 

my migraines at bay. One month

The Poetry Foundation signs a check 

I cash & flip to pay the scrip.

The trick—of course—the meds 

 

 
are made by Eli Lilly. An endowment 

reimbursing itself. A slight of hand.

A child’s magic quarter on a string. 

With each dose, my insurance warns me 

about the device’s rate of failure. 

Their needles, fragile & uninsured. 

Each year: How many broken? How 

many wasted & misplaced into growing 

island seafills of medical debris? 

How many not-yet-empty inhalers hiss 

their contents into the sea, or pill

bottles crumble into microplastic 

beads. How many components 

of my daily living cannot be made 

without unmaking? My cane’s

lightweight weave of carbon fiber

folded together with layer by layer

of petroleum pitch; a lineage of

off-shore drills & oil slicking beaches
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with spilled crude. Milled steel

strip, a brace to keep my wrist in place,

a laundry list of toxic emissions. Even 

the coffee I drank to draft this poem.

I can’t write myself out of this

corner or into an answer. I can’t 

extract myself from this machine 

of extraction. We both know 

where this line of thinking leads. 

I am not expected to make it 

out of this lyric—this logic

—alive. My body’s cost

too high. How can the world afford

the greed of me allowing myself

to continue breathing? The poem begs

a question. I search for an answer

that doesn’t taste of blood.
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Natural Law
 
The snowiest white 
makes sky into rice paper— 
 
branches drawing bare 
lyric into soft panic for the earth’s future.  
 
Morning after snow  
oaken arms reach up. Birds’ nests disappear  
 
as clumps fatten them, fall 
as natural law begins life as haiku, pastoral, asemic  
 
wilderness of language smudged in  
ink sleet, colored pencil, blue fingerprints meant to score  
 
blank pulp into palimpsest, endangered as red 
maple leaves, ice-coated, spiking the sunset ash. 
 
Couplets, those old heirlooms, quicken to the animal 
songs of Our Planet, Giants of the Deep 
 
Blue, the neon-rich seas alive  
and dying while I read jagged ink cliffs,  

 
marks like sound waves, frequencies  
in the dictionary of the throat, landscape and seascape  
 

Khadijah Queen
 

   We’re only here for a flash of time to witness, to steward, to perse-
vere through, to embrace joy in the natural world we’re part of, 
that sustains us, that it is our privilege to preserve. I’ve always felt 
closest to and in awe of the universe of the sea; its beauty, its sense 
of renewal. I tried to capture the stakes of loss if we ignore our call 
to act with care to protect our planet.
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forbears too pained to pronounce vast enough  
revolutions, the crisis of change crenellating  
 
faster than echo, flight, lullaby 
blizzard-light stranding us in faux stillness. Afraid, 
 
harrowing salvage, selvage, preferring a volcanic  
necklace of isles in magazine gloss, mythologized beauty  
 
screened in blue light, in our lit rooms, narrated out  
of complexity. Vacant talk of rights, regulations  
 
tuning maps of scratches on minuscule  
cave skulls, whaleskin, unnamed humans, sundry  
 
fossils to ignore the acts of living,  
to deem the leopard shark, otter and sea lion  
 
seeking protection in kelp canopies, the wrasse  
hunting urchins to eat—black, stripped open to neon 
 
flesh and white lace for the shared feast,  
or purple snack, snap in the mouth, control 
 
gestures learned over millennia—not global  
citizens. When and how to interfere? Now, 
 
back on land, a morning question:  
is the ivy mass as ancient as cathedral bells 

 

 
ringing skyward? If what grows between staircase cracks  
lends the stone to its own potential, remember even weeds 
 
know how to survive. A dawn walk over cobblestones,  
alone with myself and a thousand years, I imagine blue 
 
sea-churn eager, cresting into mystic 
zones a planet across. Traveling in two infinities  
 
to witness fifty tons of muscle dive, dividing waves, 
to intersect a silverfish cloud making its own  
 
direction, to feel the nerve of unison, superlative 
orisons as soothers of us, far from late heat 
 
or never brought to sun to recover,  
as if unwritten 
 
forgiveness is fuel enough 
for continuous acts of beginning.
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